Learn More about

Science of Mind
There are several options available to
anyone wanting to know more about
Science of Mind. If you’re interested in
this philosophy, you are welcomed and
encouraged to attend Sunday morning
celebrations and Monday evening open
classes here at Center for Spiritual Living,
Asheville, where Science of Mind is taught
every week and practiced every day.
This teaching is also available through
hundreds of audio and video messages
on Science of Mind related topics, class
lectures and discussions and through a
variety of classic metaphysical books in
downloadable and audio formats.

If you’re not a resident of Asheville or
Western North Carolina, Centers for
Spiritual Living has more than 400 centers
and teaching chapters worldwide.
Find one near you at www.CSL.org.

What is

Religious Science?

We teach a New Thought philosophy that brings
religion and science together and offers spiritual
tools to transform personal lives and help make the
world a better place. Our teachings incorporate
the ancient wisdom of spiritual traditions
through the ages. People of all spiritual paths —
Christian, Jewish, Buddhist, Hindu, Muslim and
others — are welcome in our communities.
We help people experience a personal relationship
with the creator; promote a community of tolerance,
understanding and respect; provide classes,
programs, prayer and meditation; and advocate
a safe spiritual community of like-minded
people interested in living a spiritual life.

You can also visit our bookstore where
you’ll find Guide for Spiritual Living:
Science of MIND© magazine, along with
a wide variety of books and CDs that
explore Science of Mind related topics.

A Welcoming and Affirming Community

“Religious Science is a
correlation of the laws of
science, the opinions of
philosophy and revelations
of religion as applied to
human needs and the
aspirations of humankind.”

$99.95

Dr. Ernest Holmes
These lessons are dedicated to that Truth which frees man from himself
and sets him on the pathway of a new experience, which enables him to see
through the mist to the Eternal and Changeless Reality.
Dr. ErnEst HolmEs’ practical mysticism offers a greater
understanding of metaphysical laws and provides spiritual
insight, tools, practices and strategies to enrich any life in
profound and surprising ways. More than seven decades after its original publication,
his classic textbook “The Science of Mind” continues to transform lives. Distilled
from
the great philosophies and religions of the world, Dr. Holmes’ teaching stands the
test
of time. It presents a perspective of God that is as refreshing and contemporary
today as
it was when he wrote this magnificent work.
In an updated format for the 21st century, “The Science of Mind” is read with
power,
passion and inspiration by Rev. Cynthia James.
Cynthia James is a transformational specialist
guiding people as they make changes for lasting
healing in their lives. She is a speaker, coach,
performing artist and author who also serves as
minister in Special Ministries at Mile Hi Church
in Denver, Colo.
Recorded at Audio Park Recording Studio, Arvada, Colo.
Music composed and performed by Park Peters.
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It is no one’s natural state to be
physically ill, to dwell in chronically
challenging circumstances or
to live a joyless existence.

The philosophy of

Religious Science
Religious Science is a worldwide
spiritual movement that aligns scientific,
philosophical and religious principles to
bring forth a greater understanding and
application of healthy living for all people.

The science in Religious Science
is a method that can be used to
resolve personal challenges and
improve conditions in daily living.
This method is as accurate and
dependable as any techniques used in other
scientific disciplines. It is something that is
available to any person regardless of race,
creed, religion, educational credentials,
social standing or professional status.
When this science is used correctly,
by applying the knowledge and understanding gained through Religious Science
principles, affirmative outcomes result.
The philosophy of Religious Science is a
practical, down-to-earth way of thinking
about the nature of the universe.

It considers our significance in the
cosmic nature of life and how, through greater
understanding, we can fulfill our purpose
for being the powerful creative spiritual beings
we have come to be on planet Earth.

The religion in Religious Science
is both something in which we
believe and the original name of
our international organization.
With the reuniting in 2012 of two factions
that had separated in 1953, the organization
officially became Centers for Spiritual Living.
What we believe is not a rigid creed that is
demanded of Religious Scientists. Our faith is
not about being in lockstep with a dogmatic
philosophy. It’s about how to think and make
choices that improve our perceptions of life and
ultimately the qualities of our daily experience.
Religious Science is different from
other faiths in that it offers a scientific method
for eliminating health disorders, establishing
meaningful human relationships, resolving
financial challenges and identifying and
engaging in fulfilling forms of self-expression.

No one is ever made more spiritual
through suffering, poverty, failure
or a diminished sense of self.
These undesired conditions become
our reality, not because we have done
something wrong but because we have not
come to understand our true nature.
Challenging experiences aren’t a sign of
failure; they exist to help us learn to
use our creative power more effectively.
To remedy such situations, we need
only to turn away from unfulfilling
conditions and place our attention
and intention on experiencing vibrant
health, abundant prosperity, loving
relationships and heartfelt success.

When we do, our daily
experiences match the
intentions we set in our lives.

